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The President’s Corner
September 2017
Neal Lemery
Summertime has again overtaken me with abundance. My garden has taken on a life
of its own, with produce needing to be harvested, weeds pulled, and the nearly daily
task of watering.
Our board traditionally takes August off. Yet a few weeks ago, a group of us gathered
to draft a response to a Fair Board survey on the future of the Fairgrounds and the role
of the Learning Garden. Our work was very productive, with many of us putting in
hours of research and drafting thoughtful responses to good questions.
Out of that work and our discussion came some great ideas about our purpose and our
mission in the community. At our September meeting, we will revisit that work and
come up with a fresh and vibrant mission statement.
There was also a healthy discussion about our educational role, and the need for an educational coordinator. If
you are interested, let me know. nealclemery@gmail.com
September is also the time to think about officers for next year. If you are interested in serving in one of those
capacities, please let Barb Casteel, Deb Lincoln or me know. It is truly satisfying and rewarding work.
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I loved my time at the Fair in the learning garden. I met so many appreciative and
interesting people. All those hardworking Master Gardeners who work hard in the
learning garden deserve a big thank you!
During Fair Week, I put on a different hat, and was the night chaperone at the 4-H
dorm for the 4-H boys showing their livestock. What a delightful group of focused
and polite young men! They work hard during the Fair, with many of them getting
themselves up at 4 a.m. to milk and care for their animals.
We had good conversations about 4-H, Extension, and the master gardeners’
program. It was a good learning experience for all of us. And, I was reminded of
the importance of connecting with other Extension programs, and educating others
on the work we do.

See you at the TCMGA Picnic at the learning garden on Saturday, September 9 at 11 a.m. It will be a
marvelous time to see each other and enjoy a great meal.
Happy Gardening!
www.extension.oregonstate.edu
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Karen’s Korner
by
Karen Keltz

CONFESSIONS OF A KILLER
Because let’s face it—if you are a gardener, you’re also a killer.
If you have weeds overtaking your grass, flowerbeds, and vegetable garden, what do you do?
If you find slugs on the leaves of your precious plants or crossing the sidewalk, what do you do?
If you find ants and earwigs at the bottom of your artichoke leaves, what do you do?
If you find eggs laid on your broccoli heads, what do you do?
If grass is growing over your stepping stones so much you can’t even tell a stone is there, what do you do?
I rest my case.
“…in this world/you have to decide what/you’re willing to kill.” –Tony Hoagland, in his poem “Candlelight”
So this week, here’s what the gardeners on our small patch of ground have been
willing to kill: We’ve pulled beets for canning and eating; called Eco Life to
come dispatch our bald hornet nest; stepped on and snipped slugs; tossed out the
possibly mosquito larvae-ridden water in the birdbaths and swapped for clean
water; pulled weeds wherever we saw them (though not nearly enough); pruned
back some errant raspberry vines; soaked the artichoke heads in warm salt water
and then sprayed them to get all the ants out; and turning over a stepping stone,
gasped and smashed ant eggs.
When you’re a gardener, you are making life or death decisions daily. When
you hoe or pull weeds, you are telling them bye-bye. Some folks let them lie if
there are no seed heads, and let them become compost right where they are.
You dig and find slug eggs, ant eggs, and potato bugs. Stamp, stamp, squish, squish! When you prune, you
decide what branches get to live and what ones don’t. Deadheading is more gentle, since what you clip off
usually isn’t still alive, although if there are seed heads at the ends of stalks, then the promise of life remains. (If
you find dried up heads and you want more of that plant next year, save the seeds and plant them in the spring.
That’s how I get my hollyhocks, Sweet Williams, and marigolds. In the herb garden, the feverfew, parsley, and
chamomile re-seed themselves. Dried seed heads from those weeds I’ve missed is how I get new weeds, too!
(Oops.) We spray Neem, insecticidal soap, and fungicide; we share pest management with other species, buying
ladybugs and lacewings. We plant Whack-A-Moles. What’s more, we are not alone in our murderous
intentions.
But don’t despair (unless you are a disciple of Jainism). You are ridding your gardens of thugs. (Now if only
someone could come take out the voles making holes in the mole trails everywhere I look!) There is a saving
grace: For everything you kill in your garden, something else more beneficial or beautiful gets to live and grow.
We might yank out the pea vines or the fava bean stalks, but they have left lovely nitrogen for our other plant
life. We have to pull up the carrots and beets, and dig the potatoes in order to eat them. Ridding blooms and
branches of pests keeps our flowers and trees growing lovely and healthily.
Once again, we see how our gardens are metaphors for our larger lives. If we are carnivorous, we kill for meat.
If we are vegetarian, we kill vegetables. If we are pescatarian, we kill fish. We kill to survive and to make our
world a more beneficial and beautiful place.
www.extension.oregonstate.edu
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TCMGA PICNIC
Save the date for the TCMGA end of summer picnic.
It is planned for Saturday, September 9 in the Learning Garden.
We'll start around 11:00 and end whenever...
This is a potluck so bring your favorite picnic dish as well as chairs and your own beverage.
In case of rain, the 4-H Dorm has been reserved.
Bring your significant others and we'll celebrate another successful year for TCMGA.
Questions, contact Linda Stephenson, ltstephenson49@gmail.com

Photos of the Learning Garden Train –
Built and designed by Ken Jackson

www.extension.oregonstate.edu
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A Wrinkle In Thyme
by
Cris Roberts

Taken from notes to the O.Y.A volunteers:
Our garden is going crazy! The sixteen-baby quail are doing fantastic. We are also
getting great results in our newest planting bed behind the tool shed with our
tomatoes beginning to ripen and our cucumber plants finally looking respectable!
We had a show-and-tell assembly during which the youth got to show what they'd
been up to this summer (academically). The garden youth filled one of our (clean)
wheelbarrows full of bean seed, Swiss chard, cucumbers, tomatoes, onions, garlic,
peas, apples, potatoes, herbs and carrots -- plus some gorgeous flowers. I put
together a small album with some of our recent photos as well. We transferred our
teen-age quail to a temporary outdoor coop and now have 3 new babies. After
returning from shut-down week last week, we are slowly ticking off our to-do list.
Never has boredom hit this horticultural classroom!!! Actually, that's a wonderful problem to have, right?

Photo from T.R.A.P

www.extension.oregonstate.edu
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Unwelcome Summer Guests
by
Neal Lemery

At the end of August, I reflect on the joys of summertime guests -- trips to the beach, fresh garden produce, a
barbecue, good talks on the deck with a cold beverage.
Our guests enjoy our flowers, and often remark on our healthy and abundant population of bees and butterflies.
We’re happy that our efforts to improve our environment for pollinators are paying
off.
The other day, though, we noticed that last year’s unwelcome guests had returned
and had built yet another substantial residence in a shrub in the front yard.
Bald-faced hornets are ferocious and dangerous. Their aggressive nature and ability
to build large nests filled with angry warriors has proven to be a menace in our
otherwise pastoral landscape.
Last year, we were startled to discover a beach-ball sized paper next about head
high in our shade garden. It is an area I often zip around in the riding lawnmower,
and I could have easily smashed into the nest, unleashing hundreds of angry hornets.
Fortunately, my wife discovered it, and put a call into an exterminator. This was way beyond our usual attack
on unwanted hornets and wasps, the standard can of insecticide.
“That’s the largest nest I’ve ever seen,” he said.
He quickly took a photo, and was on the phone with his boss, and they excitedly plotted their strategy on how to
deal with it.
When they returned this year, we declared war and called in the experts.
Dolichovespula maculate, in the family Vespidae, is an ‘aerial yellow jacket’ - one of 7 or 8 species in the genus
Dolichovespula in North America.
“However, it is not a ‘true’ hornet – it is a yellow jacket. The only hornet in North America is the European
hornet, Vespa crabro, and it is an accidentally introduced species. All of the yellow jackets in the genus
Dolichovespula build nests in bushes and trees (sometimes on the outside of buildings), and produce the
characteristic football shaped, grey papery nests.
“The bald-faced hornet is found in most of the 48 contiguous states and D.C., throughout Canada and in Alaska.
“The bald-faced hornet gets its name from the ivory-white markings on the face. The thorax, legs and abdomen
also have white markings. The queen and her offspring range in size from 13 mm to 20 mm – the queen is
usually the largest yellow jacket in the colony.

www.extension.oregonstate.edu
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“In the spring, fertilized queens that have overwintered in protected places such as in hollow trees, rock piles,
under bark and in the walls and attics of buildings, become active and begin to build a nest. The queen collects
cellulose from weathered and rotting wood, chews the wood adding her saliva, and takes this paste and makes a
papery material to construct the nest. She creates a few brood cells within the nest and deposits eggs in them
and feeds the larvae when they hatch. This first brood will assume the duties of nest building, food collection,
feeding the larvae and protecting the nest. As the summer progresses, the colony grows until there may be 100
to 400 workers.
“Nests are usually located in bushes and shrubbery – at least 3 feet off the ground – and in trees as high as 60
feet or more, and are sometimes found under the eaves of buildings and other man-made, protected
locations. They are a grey color and in Pennsylvania can reach up to 24 inches in height and 18 inches across.
“Early in the spring and summer, protein in the form of live prey is the usual diet consisting of flies, other
yellow jackets and many other types of insects. Some nests are so full of yellow jacket remains that the inside
has a yellowish cast to it. As the season progresses and there are fewer larvae to feed, the workers will take
nectar and other forms of carbohydrates. Most of the colony, other than newly fertilized potential queens that
will overwinter, will die before or shortly after the first hard frost.
“Bald-faced hornets can be considered a beneficial insect in that they reduce
populations of unwanted insects (including other yellow jackets) and will help
pollinate flowers when they are searching for nectar. Therefore, unless the
nests are located close (within 10 feet) of an entrance to a building, under an
eave that is close to the ground or in shrubbery next to a lawn that is mowed,
the nests can be ignored. However, individuals with known sensitivities to
wasp and bee stings should have any nests close to their homes removed by
professional pest management personnel (pest control companies).
“Those individuals without medical concerns and with a degree of daring can kill the colony by spraying a
‘wasp and hornet’ spray into the nest opening during the nighttime. The nest should be scouted during daylight
to determine the best approach that will not disturb the wasps prior to introduction of the insecticide. DO NOT
stand away from the nest and spray only the exterior as this will anger the colony and increase the risk of stings
during the next several days. Effective control can only be achieved by stealthy approach and then spraying the
pressurized material directly into the nest opening – holding the nozzle against the hole. The pressure of the
spray in addition to the nozzle will retard any attempts by the wasps to exit. It is advisable to wear long sleeved
clothing, long rubber gloves and goggles to protect yourself from any insecticide that falls out of the nest or
splashes off the surface. Launder clothes and take a shower immediately after application if any insecticide
falls on you.”
--- Steve Jacobs, Sr. Extension Associate February 2010; Revised February 2015. Pennsylvania State
University. http://ento.psu.edu/extension/factsheets/baldfaced-hornet

www.extension.oregonstate.edu
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The Four Blessings of the Garden
by
Janet Anderson

“The garden mystically . . . a place of spiritual repose, stillness, peace, refreshment, delight.”
John Henry Newman
“In four ways do the blessings of the garden (and in many another way, no doubt) descend upon those who love
it. And all four blessings follow on active participation in its work. For it is a truth, too vital ever to be
forgotten: the joy of the garden is to the gardener, just as the song is to the singer and the love to the lover. It
never fails.
The first blessing is the benediction of a tired body.
We tire in many ways, we modern people, but the demands and complications of our civilization rarely have us
animal tired. We tire in exhausted nerves, we tire in worry, we tire in bewilderment, we tire in ambition. Being
healthily tired in body is quite a different matter and being tired in body from gardening is a form of exhaustion
that carries its own peculiar blessing. It is the weariness that comes from the thrust of the spade and the
clouting of the clod, it is the weariness of patiently handling infinitesimal seeds and tiny seedlings, of the
entombment of bulbs and the arduous labor of setting out trees and bushes, it is the bending and the kneeling
and the constant play of hands that at nightfall bring a healthy, placid, animal exhaustion and sound sleep as its
award.
The second blessing of gardening comes from having a share in creating beauty.
Whereas the physical work of gardening satisfies the animal in us, our participation in its beauty gratifies many
of our spiritual longings. The up-thrust of the Tulip through the icy soil - the Tulip we have planted - its
unfolding into gorgeous color above a sea of lower flowers our hands have set out - who can escape the
exultation of it? The unfolding of the Iris bud, the uncurling of the Rose, the great spires of Delphinium
breaking into azure, the dramatic opening of the Lily - these climaxes of emotion the gardener shares, and in
them finds at once an uplift of spirit and a satisfaction that only an artist can know. Through each of us, to a
greater or lesser degree, pulsates the creative energy - the desire to have a hand in fashioning those things that
exalt the soul, the desire to take the unpromising and inert and make them throb with life and beauty. Such an
artist is everyone who gardens, from the humble housewife laboring over her patch of Zinnias to the skilled
artist in horticulture who brings to abundant flowering the difficult Gentians and obscure Primulas.
The third blessing of the garden is the blessing of adventure.
Most of us live and labor in well-defined ruts, our lives are so circumscribed by customs and responsibilities
that rarely can we leap out of them. We jog-trot along familiar paths, we tread the accustomed round, we do the
daily task - and if we keep in these narrow ways for long, interest flags and ambition is stifled. The same, the
same, always the same! That way lies decay and old age. But youth and adventure are the gardener’s portion.
He is constantly reaching out into a new and strange world, constantly new planets swim into his ken. He is
gambling against the odds of the elements, against pest and blight. He is plugging into a new cosmos every
time he plants a seed unknown to him.

www.extension.oregonstate.edu
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Even more adventuresome are those men and women who hybridize new kinds of plants - new Narcissi, new
Roses, Irises, Gladioli. Here’s a sport ready to hand for anyone with a drop of adventure in his blood. The
valiant Cortez, having struggled through the jungle to his first view of the Pacific, which he gazed at, silent
from a peak in Darien, knew no wilder surmise nor greater satisfaction than the hybridizer at the first
blossoming of the new flower his crosses have made.
And Cortez, “silent upon a peak in Darien” may well be symbolic of the garden’s fourth blessing – the blessing
of tranquility.
New tranquility does not come by mere chance, we don’t just happen on it: like the other precious things of life
it must be labored for and sought. The body tired with its labors, the soul steeped in beauty, the trek of
adventure having led from this commonplace world to a new one, then the gardener enjoys a peace that is both
completely gratifying, the past being understood. The peace that lies on the garden at dawn, when mists soften
its farther reaches and each bush and plant is jeweled with dew; the peace of noontide heat, when the soil is
baking and a thousand buds uncurl beneath the sun; the peace of dusk, the day’s work done to sit quietly and
drink in the mingled fragrances of soil and leaf and flowers - such are the tranquilities the gardener knows.
Having been wise enough to adopt gardening as his hobby, he is also wise enough never to question whence or
how they come. Sufficient for him to know that these tranquilities are his to enjoy, and his life richer for
enjoying them”.
God Almighty first planted a garden; and indeed, it is the purest of human pleasures. Francis Bacon
From: Beauty from Bulbs, by John Scheepers, 1929
Seldom have I read a piece on gardening that stopped me in my tracks. Right on, Mr. Scheepers!

www.extension.oregonstate.edu
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Death by Toast?
by
Sally McGee

Attention Gardeners. Read this before eating your newly harvested cucumbers and zucchini.
Choking the Leading Cause of Death Among the Elderly in Japan
That NPR headline caught my attention. I had always been health conscious in part from growing up in an
unhealthy family and the sad consequence of having both parents die young. Carefully I read the article. In
nursing homes patients were eating food pureed for easier swallowing. Some places were taking the extra step
of adding gelatin to the blended food and then forming it in the appropriate shape (a fish if dinner was salmon)
and baking it. The reviewer’s comment was, “Not bad”. Note, she did not say good.
Living alone I made note of this and wrote down the name of the condition. Dysphagia meaning difficulty
swallowing. More common in old people. Luckily despite being in my 7th decade, I am Not old.
So, a few weeks later when I woke, barely, groggy from a sleepless night…a mad man is loose with his finger
on the nuclear trigger easily recognizable by his orange color…I wandered into the kitchen eager for a caffeine
injection. An hour later still groggy, still in my pajamas, I wondered maybe food will help. The first piece of
toast went down fine but the 2nd did not. Overly thick and too dry, a piece lodged in the back of my throat.
When water splashed out of my mouth instead of down my throat, I quickly knew I was in trouble. Trying to
reassure myself I have 10 minutes before irreversible brain damage occurs, I headed for the door. Lucky for me
my neighbors were home. Unable to speak I believed they would understand what was wrong with desperate
fingers pointing to my throat.
I hit the stairs as fast as possible but truth be told without being able to breathe my pace was slow. By the 3rd
step, a gagging reflex kicked in. In a few more I was spewing chewed bread all over. I was a mess covered
with partially digest toast, I leaned upon the railing panting for air. The clean-up was the easy part.
I was embarrassed, but death by choking was a ridiculous way to die. Wide awake now, I contacted friends
and neighbors telling them of my experience. Everyone was helpful and several had their own stories to tell.
One having lost her grandmother to choking. They all offered reassurance that they would know how to act if I
come desperately knocking on the door. Even the 7 year olds will know to hit me hard between the shoulder
blades.
Some tips they offered: cut food into small bites. Chew, chew, chew.
Practice mindful eating. Make meals an occasion. Sit down. Serve a glass of water with food. (lemon or
cucumber is nice flavoring). No phone, internet, TV or radio. Relaxing music allowed.
Drink lots of water. Lack of proper hydration is part of the problem.
Have you had similar experiences, helpful tips you would like to share? Please do.

www.extension.oregonstate.edu
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A Garden on the Trask River
by
Sally McGee

On Saturday, July 29th Corinne and David Dumas invited the
Tillamook County Master Gardeners to visit their gardens.
I eagerly accepted their invitation. Corinne, a Master Gardener
class of 2009, and her husband David’s garden encompasses their
family home, guest house, greenhouse in an inviting setting
nested above the Trask River.
The gardens feature a large lawn that slopes down to the river.
Included in this shaded paradise of tall trees is an herb garden, a
bamboo garden, a hosta and rain garden, a shade and fern garden,
a fire pit and several seating areas designed to provide maximum
river views and time for quiet and reflection. Among the flowers
in full bloom to enhance the entire experience were hydrangeas,
clematis, roses, lillies, spirea, crocosmia, dahlias and daisies.
Members reflected upon the peaceful feeling the garden with its
Asian inspired influences. We all left calmed and relaxed.
Thank you, Corinne and David, for sharing your beautiful
gardens.

Photos by Sally McGee
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TCMGA Executive Board
Elected:
President: Neal Lemery
Past President: Barbara Castell
Vice President: Deborah Lincoln
Recording Secretary: Jodi Derrick
Corresponding Secretary:
Betty Lyons
Treasurer: Larry Goss
Historian: Holly Yingling
OMGA Representative:
Marcille Ansorge
OMGA Alternative: Sam Sadler
Class Representatives:
2016: Arla Ayers
2015: Lisa McRae
Extension Agent: Joy Jones

Appointed
Audit: Jean Scholtz, Jon Orloff
Awards: Neal Lemery
Banquet: Cammy Hickman
Budget:
Larry Goss
Deborah Lincoln
Neal Lemery
Communication/Webmaster:
Cammy Hickman
Lisa McRae
Neal Lemery
Community Pruning Day:
Betty and Jake Lyons
Plant Clinics:
Tillamook Farmers Market:
Marilyn Perl

www.extension.oregonstate.edu

South County Farmers Marker:
Tim and Pam Burke
North County Farmers Market:
Karen Sarnaker
Hospitality: Betty Lyons
Mentors: Linda Stephenson
Nominating Committee:
Barbara Casteel
Neal Lemery
Picnic: Linda Stephenson
Photo Contest: Holly Yingling
Plant Sale: Jodi Derrick
Publicity: Cammy Hickman
Volunteer Coordinator: Sarah Ostermiller
Newsletter: Karen Sarnaker

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/tillamookmastergardeners/
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
SEPTEMBER 2017
SEPTEMBER 2

TILLAMOOK FARMERS MARKET, 9AM - 2PM
LAUREL STREET, TILLAMOOK

SEPTEMBER 7

LEARNING GARDEN, 9 AM- NOON

SEPTEMBER 8

MANZANITA FARMERS MARKET, 4PM - 8PM
4TH & LANEDA AVE.

SEPTEMBER 9

TCMGA PICNIC, LEARNING GARDEN

SEPTEMBER 10

PACIFIC CITY FARMER’S MARKET, 10AM-2PM

SEPTEMBER 12

TCMGA BOARD MEETING, 10AM - 12:30PM,
OSU EXTENSION OFFICE

SEPTEMBER 14

LEARNING GARDEN, 9 AM- NOON

SEPTEMBER 16

TILLAMOOK FARMERS MARKET, 9AM - 2PM
LAUREL STREET, TILLAMOOK

SEPTEMBER 20

THYMES DEADLINE
BONSAI CLUB, 6PM - 9PM, TPUD MEETING ROOM

SEPTEMBER 21

LEARNING GARDEN, 9AM – NOON

SEPTEMBER 28

LEARNING GARDEN, 9 AM- NOON

Photo of the Cleome from the Learning
Garden
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